The Charismatic Charlie Wade Chapter 3605
Charlie became an orphan at the age of eight. He has been in the society for so many years
and has experienced the cruelty and gloom of society.
He knows very well that in the real world, the four words “money first” have always been the
eternal truth for many people.
Therefore, when he offered William and Olivia a price of 5 billion euros, he never thought
that these people could agree.
The reason for leaving them half an hour to consider is to force them to kill.
And he deliberately chose to save the queen at this time, in order to drive William and Olivia
to a dead end.
If they decide to accept their terms and honestly come up with a willingness to bet and lose,
then they will be a little bit sympathetic to them in the face of five billion euros.

But if they decide to kill themselves, then in front of the queen, they will definitely go out
and kill the queen together.
In that case, they personally pushed themselves into the abyss of immortality,
The queen didn’t know the specific situation, and when she heard Charlie’s words, she asked
in shock: “MR. Wade, why did Olivia act on you? What the hell is going on?”

Charlie was about to speak, and suddenly heard the sound of dense footsteps coming from
far and near quickly, a smile was wiped on his face, and he said lightly: “They are already
here, it is better to let Olivia tell you the reason. Bar.”
At this time, Helena and the Queen did not hear footsteps, and both of them had a little
puzzled expression.
After a while, the sound of footsteps became louder and louder, and when the grandfather
and grandson heard it, both their faces were shocked.

At this time, the door of the ward was suddenly kicked open, and then a dozen people in
black rushed in aggressively!
But when they came in and saw the empress who was standing on the ground and could
not see the sickness at all, they were all dumbfounded.
At this time, Olivia rushed into the room, and as soon as she opened her mouth, she said
coldly: “Tie up the one with the surname Wade!”
As soon as the voice fell, I suddenly saw the empress standing with Charlie, as if she had
been struck by lightning, she subconsciously blurted out, …grandma?!”
Following Richard and George William and his son, they also saw the ruddy-faced queen
who was as healthy as the elderly, and were shocked to speak.
A few seconds later, Richard came back to his senses and subconsciously said:
“Mom…you…how did you wake up?!”
The queen asked coldly: “What? I woke up, are you surprised? Or do you not want me to
wake up at all?”
Richard hurriedly explained: “Mom…how do you think so…I am your son, you are in a coma
these days, I always look forward to you to wake up sooner…”
Olivia also reacted. Although she was extremely annoyed at the Queen’s awakening, she still
pretended to be excited and said, “Grandma! You don’t know how much dad and I worry
about you during this time… I’m afraid you won’t wake up again…”
The queen’s eyes were as sharp as a knife, staring at Olivia’s eyes, and her voice said coldly:
“Olivia, stop acting. For so many days, do you think I’m really in a coma? In fact, everything
that happened around me I all know that I remember every word everyone said by my side!”
Olivia’s face turned pale instantly!
She really did not expect that when the old lady was unconscious, she would have been
conscious all the time!
In this way, every word I said to Helena before was clearly heard by her…

Thinking of this, Olivia hurriedly explained: “Grandma, listen to my explanation. Many things
are actually misunderstandings. Some of the things I said to Helena were actually
deliberately scaring her and trying to force her to exchange benefits for the royal family.
That’s it, it’s not a fact…”
The queen said contemptuously: “Olivia, I have been deceived by you once, and I almost lost
my life in your hands, do you think that what you are saying now, do I still believe it?”
Olivia was suddenly nervous.
She really didn’t expect that the old lady would wake up at this juncture, and she didn’t
know what to do for a while.

